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ABSTRACT 

Santeri Laakkonen: Improving Reliability by Studying Device Functions 

Master’s Thesis (Technology) 

Tampere University 

Degree Programme in Mechanical Engineering, MSc (Tech) 

September 2021 
 

This study aims to develop reliability of a device by studying its functions and components 
and their nature of failure. In this specific study, spreaders used in the handling of cargo con-
tainers were chosen as subject. The work focuses on spreaders for straddle carriers, but some 
of the results are also applicable to spreaders used, for example, in yard cranes. The purpose is 
to examine the current situation of generating functions of the spreaders in the target company, 
and to develop other possible solutions and the reliability of the spreaders. Any improvement in 
reliability will affect the device manufacturer's warranty costs and the customer's operating 
costs, as well as improve the usability of the device. 

For the study, we received and analyzed the service records from the target company's sys-
tems for the past years, which shows the failures that occurred during the factory warranty, the 
consumed parts and the costs used for maintenance. In addition, to support this information, we 
received spreader specific fault codes from the last year from systems of the straddle carriers, 
as well as access to a customer company's own maintenance data for the post-warranty period. 
The probability of the device failure is visualized using Weibull distribution and Matlab. 

The customer needs of the spreader were determined together with the company's sales 
support and engineering experts using house of quality belonging to QFD process. Therefore, a 
view of the attributes of the product that satisfy the customer's needs was created for the com-
pany, and it indicates the order of importance of the attributes. 

As a result, we found that the problems of reliability of spreaders focus on certain areas. Us-
ing the analysis results as an aid, we succeeded to develop alternative solutions to the existing 
ones, and to component selections used to perform the functions of the spreader. We compared 
the developed concepts to existing solutions by using the house of quality defined in the study. 
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TIIVISTELMÄ 

Santeri Laakkonen: Luotettavuuden kehittäminen laitteen toimintoja tarkastelemalla 

Diplomityö 

Tampereen yliopisto 

Konetekniikan DI-tutkinto-ohjelma 

Syyskuu 2021 
 

Tämän tutkimuksen tarkoituksena on kehittää laitteen luotettavuutta tutkimalla sen toimintoja 
ja komponentteja sekä niiden vikaantumisen luonnetta. Tutkimuksen kohteeksi valittiin rahti-
konttien käsittelyssä käytettävät tarttujat. Työssä keskitytään konttilukkien tarttujiin, mutta osa 
tuloksista on sovellettavissa myös esimerkiksi pukkinostureissa käytettäviin tarttujiin. Tarkoituk-
sena on tarkastella tarttujan toimintojen tuottamisen nykytilannetta kohdeyrityksessä, ja kehittää 
muita mahdollisia ratkaisuja ja tarttujien toimintavarmuutta. Luotettavuuden mahdollinen paran-
tuminen tulee vaikuttamaan laitteen valmistajan takuun kustannuksiin ja asiakkaan käyttökus-
tannuksiin, sekä parantamaan laitteen käytettävyyttä. 

Tutkimusta varten saimme käyttöömme ja analysoitavaksi kohdeyrityksen järjestelmästä ku-
luneiden vuosien huoltokirjaukset, mistä selviää tehdastakuun aikana esiintyneet viat, kulutetut 
osat sekä huoltoon käytetyt kustannukset. Lisäksi tätä informaatiota tukemaan saimme järjes-
telmästä viimeisen vuoden ajalta tarttujia koskevat konttilukkien järjestelmien vikakoodit, sekä 
saimme käyttöömme erään asiakasyrityksen omaa huoltoja koskevaa dataa takuun jälkeiseltä 
ajalta. Laitteen vikaantumisen todennäköisyyttä havainnollistetaan käyttäen Weibull-jakaumaa 
ja Matlab-ohjelmaa. 

Tarttujien asiakastarpeita määritettiin yhdessä yrityksen myynnin tuen ja teknisen suunnitte-
lun asiantuntijoiden kanssa QFD-prosessiin kuuluvalla laadun talolla. Täten saimme luotua yri-
tykselle kuvan tuotteen asiakkaan tarpeita tyydyttävistä ominaisuuksista ja niiden tärkeysjärjes-
tyksestä. 

Tuloksina havaitsimme konttilukkien tarttujien luotettavuuden ongelmien painottuvan tietyille 
osa-alueille. Analyysin tuloksia apuna käyttäen onnistuimme kehittämään vaihtoehtoisia ratkai-
suja tarttujan toimintojen suorittamiseen käytettyihin ratkaisuihin ja komponenttivalintoihin. Kehi-
tettyjä konsepteja vertasimme kohdeyrityksen käytössä oleviin ratkaisuihin käyttäen tutkimuk-
sessa määritettyä laadun taloa. 

 
Avainsanat: luotettavuus, tarttuja, laadun talo, Weibull-jakauma, tuotekehitys 
 
Tämän julkaisun alkuperäisyys on tarkastettu Turnitin OriginalityCheck –ohjelmalla. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This study aims to develop reliability of a device by studying its functions and com-

ponents and their nature of failure. In this specific study, spreaders used in the 

handling of cargo containers are chosen as subject. The purpose is to examine the 

current situation of generating the spreader functions in the target company, and to 

develop other possible solutions and the reliability of the spreaders. Any improve-

ment in reliability will affect the device manufacturer's warranty service costs and 

the customer's operating costs and will improve usability of the device. 

1.1 Research questions and scope of the study  

The key research questions driving the study are: “Which customer requirements of 

the spreader are the most important?” and “How to improve the reliability of the 

spreader?”. 

The study is limited to only concern the straddle carrier spreader and its compo-

nents. However, spreaders are used with small differences in the intended use and 

equipment, for example, in yard cranes and reach stackers. In addition, a lifting de-

vice of the straddle carrier, on which the spreader is hung, is not included in the re-

views. 

1.2 Objectives and working methods 

The aim of the study is to find out the most common causes of failure of the target 

company's spreaders used in cargo container handling which complicate its normal 

operation and cause unplanned maintenance and downtime of straddle carriers. 

Faults are examined from the component level, and as we are getting familiar with 

the procedures and spare parts used in maintenance, we proceed to examine the 

spreader fault codes generated by the system. 

Main methods used in the research are literature review, analysis, and action re-

search. The study is based on the existing knowledge of the company, and on 

available literature and publications on development of reliability in the field. We lay 

the groundwork for the information needed on the research, and specifics on the 

subject device of the research and its functions in chapter 2. 
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The qualitative attributes of the device and their importance to the customer are de-

termined in chapter 3 with a customer oriented QFD (quality function deployment) 

using HoQ (house of quality) matrix. More detailed information on the QFD process 

and features of HoQ concerning this study are also discussed in this chapter. As a 

remark, from the HoQ matrix, only the initial stage defining its customer needs and 

the comparison of technical solutions are used in later review, although the use of 

the whole matrix and the subsequent work stages would be highly desirable in the 

systematic implementation of the product development process. We conclude the 

chapter 3 by presenting the determined target device customer requirements in a 

matrix and discussing their significance in the device. 

We examined and analyzed a large amount of data collected from the maintenance 

and operation of straddle carrier machines using spreaders, which we processed 

and filtered with a spreadsheet software using data analytical principles. We aim to 

present the data as clearly understandable and informative graphs. With the help of 

information and graphs isolated from the collected data, we locate the most promi-

nent problem areas and components of the device in chapter 4. We end the chap-

ter by a proposal for the nature of failure of the spreaders using reliability metrics 

such as TBF (time between failures). The nature of the device failures is illustrated 

by utilizing the Weibull distribution known to be used, with many more applications, 

in representing reliability and system life cycle. More demanding formulas and 

graphs concerning the vast amount of data, requiring more powerful computing, are 

handled and produced using Matlab. 

In chapter 5 we use action research methods and strive to develop existing solu-

tions or suggestions for more reliable alternatives to them. Other possible devel-

opment ideas that could potentially promote reliability of the device are also pon-

dered at concept level. These actions aim to improve the reliability of the spreaders 

and reduce maintenance and unavailability costs. The development possibilities of 

each function are discussed separately and divided into corresponding components 

and their sections in the study. From these development ideas, the most potential 

ones are carried on to the next chapter 6 to compare them against corresponding 

existing solutions, using HoQ with the customer requirements determined in chap-

ter 3. 

In conclusions, we end the study with a short summary of obtained results from 

previous chapters and with further study proposals emerged during the research 

work. 
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2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

2.1 Reliability 

Reliability is equated with quality and is considered a very important product fea-

ture. Reliability is defined mathematically as a probability that a system will perform 

its intended functions for a desired time period without failing and interfering with 

normal operations. This reliability function can be represented mathematically by 

formula 

𝑅(𝑡) = ∫ 𝑓(𝑥)𝑑𝑥
∞

𝑡
,                (1) 

where 𝑓(𝑥) is the failure PDF (probability density function) and t is the time at the 

beginning of the period considered, which is assumed to start from 0. 

The probability of failure between 0 and infinite time is always 1. Though, it is more 

practical to use formula (1) to determine the probability of the product failing in the 

desired time frame when the product failure PDF is known. 

In general, MTBF (mean time between failures) has traditionally been used as a 

measure of reliability, reflecting the arithmetic average time to failure of the device. 

However, only observing the MTBF alone in determining the life cycle or warranty 

of a product can be considered even misleading in modern reliability engineering, 

and its possible drawbacks are discussed in more detail in section 4.3. 

From the customer's point of view, the reliability of a product is its ability to perform 

the functions expected of it without any obstacles or failures due to the product for 

as long as possible. In general, machines are assigned proactive maintenance in-

tervals to prevent and maintain machine reliability by reducing the likelihood of un-

expected product breakdown and additional repairs. 

The reliability of a product is significantly affected by high-quality components and 

sufficient design safety factors. A simple structure results in fewer potentially failing 

parts. When designing a product, especially the reliability of the most mission and 

safety critical components must be considered and, if necessary, their usability 

must be ensured, for example, by duplicating the components. In this case, the fail-

ure of just one critical component does not yet cause downtime or immediate dan-

ger. The possibility of misuse and misassembly should also be minimized at the 
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design stage. The reliability of a product in use is based on these design founda-

tions, but it is maintained with proper use and preventive maintenance. Machine re-

liability is closely related to maintainability and supportability. 

2.2 Spreader and its functions 

Cargo containers are handled using mechatronic lifting machines (spreaders) that 

can be lowered and locked onto the container. Spreaders can be classified into 

three types according to the number of containers they are able to handle at once 

and the additional functions as follows: 

• single lift 

• twinlift 

• extendable twinlift 

A single lift is capable of handling one container at a time, a twinlift any one, or two 

typically 20 ft containers. The functions of a spreader are extension and attaching 

to a container, and for the twinlift its characteristic additional functions. There is al-

so an extendable model of the twinlift spreader shown in Figure 1, where the mid-

dle twistlock boxes also move away from each other, giving space between the two 

containers for inspecting or placement, if necessary. 

 

Figure 1. Extendable twinlift spreader, adapted from (Bromma 2013). 

The spreader must be able to withstand the stresses caused by the lifting of a 

loaded container and the movement of the machine handling the spreader. The 

most commonly used standard lengths for containers are 20 ft and 40 ft. Other 

more special lengths used are 30 ft and 45 ft. The single lift spreader is capable of 
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lifting up to 50 000 kg of load, and the twinlift spreader is capable of lifting the 

same, or 2 pcs of up to 30 000 kg, 20 ft containers (60 000 kg) at the same time 

(Cargotec 2017). 

The functions of the spreaders have mainly been implemented hydraulically, but 

electric generation of the movements has increased its share in container handling 

and as a power source for cargo loading machines. Electricity as a power source is 

more attractive due to its better efficiency, as well as the ever-tightening emission 

requirements also at waterfronts. Still, the reliability of electrical equipment and wir-

ing in demanding conditions as well as cost of such systems have proven challeng-

ing when developing new spreader models. 

A guiding standard for designing of spreaders has been published. Requirements 

for spreader design are presented in standard EN 15056:2006+ A1:2009 Cranes - 

Requirements for container handling spreaders. 

2.3 Solutions for the functions at present time  

Spreader functions are divided here into 3 sections: extension, attaching to a con-

tainer, and twinlift functions. Side shift can be seen as 4th section, but since it is 

done by the lifting device, which from the spreader is hung, it is narrowed out from 

this study. Each function can be broken down into corresponding mission critical 

devices which are responsible of producing each function. 

2.3.1 Extension 

The spreader structure consists of a frame and two T-beams, which can be moved 

apart from or closer to each other with large hydraulic cylinders. Separate hydrau-

lically operated mechanical position locking devices safeguard and lock the length 

position with holes cut through the upper surface of the T-beams. The holes are 

positioned along the beam length for locking device to lock movement of the T-

beams in steps, for example, for 20–40 ft containers. The T-beams move inside the 

spreader frame against adjustable lubricated or dry sliding pieces. Typically, the 

sliding pieces are made of industrial polymer. 

2.3.2 Attaching to a container 

The spreader catches the container when lowered onto it using ISO (International 

Organization for Standardization) standardized rotating twistlocks. The upper cor-

ners of the containers have corner castings, where the twistlocks of the spreader 
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are aimed at by positioning and lowering the spreader and turned by 90 ° with hy-

draulic cylinders, so that they can be locked in position and the container can be 

lifted. In the vicinity of the twistlock is a landing pin shown in Figure 2, which allows 

the PLC (programmable logic controller) to identify that the spreader has landed on 

the container. 

As an accessory for spreaders, for example, an APP (automatic pick and place) 

function is available, whereby sensors mounted on the ends of the T-beams detect 

the corners of the container and automatically position the spreader in line for lock-

ing and lifting. In fully automated straddle carriers, the APP function is reasonably a 

standard on the machines. Other sensors used to monitor the container below in-

clude an ultrasonic or photoelectric sensor to monitor the proximity of the container. 

 

Figure 2. Spreader landing pin and twistlock in locked position, adapted from 
(ELME Spreader 2018). 

2.3.3 Twinlift functions 

To provide twinlift functions, the spreader also has 2 additional pairs of twistlocks 

and landing pins at the center of the spreader so that the spreader can lift 2, 20 ft 

containers at the same time. The twistlocks are placed in housing boxes, which are 

lowered for twinlift operation. In an extendable twinlift spreader, the extra pairs of 

twistlocks and twistlock boxes also slide in the longitudinal direction towards the 

ends of the spreader. 

A container gap sensor is used in twinlift spreaders to monitor if there is a required 

gap in the middle below the spreader to indicate and lift two containers. In a failed 
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situation, the gap sensor does not detect a gap between the containers when lifting 

two containers. If in addition the operator of the machine does not notice that the 

spreader is not in twinlift mode and the middle twinlift boxes are not in use, then the 

middle twistlocks are not in contact for lifting two containers and there is a high risk 

for an accident. 

2.3.4 Side shift 

In the context of this study, the side shift is not seen as a function of the spreader 

itself, as the side shift is performed by a lifting device of the straddle carrier. How-

ever, the side shift is worth mentioning in this context due to its practicality and 

close connection to the spreader. 

Positioning the spreader on top of the container is facilitated by side shift. Both 

ends holding the spreader are able to move sideways to the right and left with the 

hydraulic cylinders independently of each other. The spreader can also use guide 

flippers placed on its 4 corners, which when lowered, center the spreader in parallel 

to the edges of the container. Flippers are more frequently used with yard cranes. 

2.4 Central lubrication  

Lubrication of the moving parts of the spreader can be done by connecting it to the 

central lubrication system of the straddle carrier. In this case, the grease used for 

lubrication is pumped from the automatic lubrication unit and directed through pipes 

and hoses to the spreader. The pressure in the spreader lubrication channel is then 

monitored with pressure sensor at the spreader.  

Connecting to central lubrication does not completely replace the intermittent need 

for lubrication of the spreader, but numerous locations must be lubricated manually 

in accordance with the service manual of the device. The sliding pieces, locking 

devices, twistlocks and cylinders in particular need lubrication in the spreader. In 

addition, twinlift spreader needs lubrication on the sliding device and its twistlock 

boxes and twistlocks. If the spreader is not connected to central lubrication, it is 

completely greased manually. 

2.5 QFD: House of Quality 

QFD is a quality management system developed in Japan in the 1960s, which aims 

to transform the customer's needs into product features and utilize the relationship 

between them, for example, in product development. Quality is defined as customer 
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expectations for a product, function means how you meet those customer expecta-

tions or how your product works to meet them. Deployment determines what ac-

tions you take to ensure that customer expectations guide the design of your prod-

uct. The links between customer needs and technical solutions need to be carefully 

considered to avoid assumptions. In general, QFD is used in conjunction with Six 

Sigma qualitative methods. (Ficalora & Cohen 2009) 

In the 70s, Mitsubishi developed HoQ as a tool for QFD, as exemplified by the ra-

ther large matrix in Figure 3. Complexity of the matrix varies according to the author 

and the need, and not all of its properties are necessarily used as such. The HoQ 

matrix is just one of the design matrices of the QFD process, and it itself consists in 

a way of several smaller matrices. With its great flexibility, the HoQ matrix is used in 

hardware, software, and service planning alike. 

 

Figure 3. Example of a complete house of quality (DRM Associates 2019). 
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3. DEFINING DESIGN PRORITIES WITH QFD 

3.1 QFD process 

The beginning of the QFD process involves collecting VoC (voice of customer) 

(Figure 4), which includes the need for development and its purpose. Typically, 

VoC is collected through surveys, feedback, complaints, or by directly visiting the 

customer. The number of visits increase the effectiveness only to a certain point. 

This information should be analyzed carefully and by a diverse development team, 

preferably consisting of experts from several different fields around the product. At 

the same time, possible product attributes that are important to the customer are 

defined and the aim is to compare their importance to the customer. 

 

Figure 4. Front end of the QFD process (Ficalora & Cohen 2009). 

When distinguishing attributes, it should be noted that the same attribute does not 

exist in two different forms. Sometimes there may also be a need to divide one at-

tribute into two separate points to consider. One must be careful when assessing 

the final number of attributes. It is an advantage that the range of attributes is com-

prehensive enough to describe all potential customer needs but going through and 

comparing too many attributes takes a lot of resources and the complexity of the 

whole grows rapidly. Usually, VoC defines the customer’s needs, but it is also pos-

sible to use the development team’s own views in its place, in which case the team 

takes responsibility for the inaccuracy of its definition (Ficalora & Cohen 2009, p. 

29). 
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The QFD process is then continued to product planning by inserting refined VoC in 

whats of house of quality matrix, then resulting technical performance measures 

(hows) can be inserted in the next matrix and so on, continuing process with whats 

and hows as shown in Figure 5. By proceeding in this way, guiding and descriptive 

documents for product planning, design, process, and assembly are obtained. HoQ 

contains many features seen in the other matrices of QFD, so the rest of the matri-

ces are easier to grasp and use by understanding how HoQ works and behaves. 

 

 

Figure 5. QFD process flow and matrices, adapted from (Ficalora & Cohen 2009). 

This study focuses on utilizing only the early stages of the QFD process and gain-

ing significant and easily achievable benefits in product development. In the HoQ, 

we incorporate customer needs and benefits, relationships, and technical response 

sections as shown in Figure 6. If further technical responses pose negative correla-

tion issues to each other, we include the technical correlations section, the roof of 

the house of quality. This takes the correlations between technical responses in ac-

count when calculating final scores and rankings. 

Often, the relationship between product needs and qualitative criteria may not be 

entirely clear to the organization, which can be concretely illustrated and presented 

in matrices and tables in HoQ. It is typical for HoQ to give numerical results that are 

clearly comparable with each other. 
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Figure 6. The QFD house of quality structure (Ficalora & Cohen 2009). 

3.2 Defining customer-oriented device attributes 

For the HoQ matrix, a CR (customer requirements) matrix is first created to define 

the importance of the attributes. The matrix lists the attributes to be viewed in the 

left horizontal rows as well as mirroring the same attributes up in the vertical col-

umns. Each attribute will be compared against each other indicated by the numeric 

value of each row and column intersection. These weighted attributes are then fit-

ted into HoQ customer needs and benefits section. 

The attributes desired of the spreader are considered from the perspective of the 

customer's need. Attributes can be classified by their level of detail, or from abstract 

to exact attributes. For example, an attribute “a really good product” is insufficient in 

level of detail because it describes the product as an attribute too broadly and does 

not tell enough what should be concretely developed. The extreme high level of de-

tail could be, for example, the reliability of one particular rivet of a large machine 

assembly, which in turn can have a tiny impact on the whole assembly. Attributes 

can also be represented as a tree diagram (Figure 7), where the attributes are 

grouped and have a hierarchy. Level of detail can be divided into primary, second-

ary, and tertiary levels of hierarchy if needed. 
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Figure 7. Tree diagram of customer requirements (Ficalora & Cohen 2009). 

In the case of this study, both the attributes of the spreader and the attributes of 

any particular function of the spreader can be selected as attributes to be consid-

ered. It is easy to link the attributes of an individual function to suggestions for im-

provement in that function in the later technical comparison, but a comparison of 

the hardware as a whole would then require separate CR matrix for each function. 

This is because attributes that are specific only to certain functions are difficult or 

even impossible to be related to all technical solutions. For example, imagining a 

customer-desired spreader feature “extends” would be the basic function required 

from a spreader, but it is hardly related and is difficult to compare, for example, with 

the new corrosion resistance-improving surface treatment and the old solution in 

comparative scoring. As a partial solution to this, the more general features could 

be considered with all development ideas, and the specific ones would be ad-

dressed only to each related technical solution to which they can be linked. Where 

the review could not be applied, the impact on the development idea would be left, 

for example, scored as 0. In this case, the house of quality results are not fully 

comparable with each other, as some evaluations of technical solutions have been 

intentionally left as zero and the accumulation of scores is not equal. However, the 

purpose of this study is to compare each alternative solutions produced and the 
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corresponding current implementations, so that within each pair or range of solu-

tions developed, the comparison can be successfully performed. 

There are various methods and tools for brainstorming of attributes. Affinity dia-

gram, one of the seven management and planning tools used in quality control, 

would be a powerful tool for organizing and generating qualitative information (Fi-

calora & Cohen 2009, pp. 107–109). Furthermore, the rest of the seven manage-

ment and planning tools that are the most effective in QFD planning are tree dia-

gram, matrix diagram, and prioritization matrix. However, for this study, we aim to 

achieve the easy benefits of the HoQ and to demonstrate these benefits to the tar-

get company, so broader and more resource-intensive reviews were avoided. 

For the HoQ matrix, we need an in-house meeting to define customer needs. The 

participants in the meeting should be selected comprehensively enough to get a 

sufficiently realistic picture of the customer needs. Typically, technical experts 

achieve well-defined technical responses for a product, but customer needs can be 

inaccurate and incomplete. On the marketing side, strengths and weaknesses are 

typically the opposite. (Ficalora & Cohen 2009, pp. 294–297) 

3.3 Determining the spreader attributes and their weights with 
QFD tool 

To determine the attributes of the spreader, we need a scoring scale that covers 

the need to separate comparable results well enough. In the CR matrix, a higher 

number indicates that the horizontal row attribute is more important, a lower num-

ber indicates that the vertical column is more important. Different scales are used 

as numerical evaluation, though, a scale of 0, 1, 3, 9 would be recommended. Such 

a “strong” to “none” scale is intended to clearly distinguish the weights (Ficalora & 

Cohen 2009, p. 236). However, such a scale does not have a clear value to de-

scribe a tie of the comparison when attributes are equal. 

In this study, we use a ready-made 5-digit 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 scale QFD tool developed by 

Tampere University of Technology to speed up the process and to keep it simple. 

Explanations of the scale values are described in more detail in the next Table 1.  

Table 1. Attribute priority values and importance explanations. 

Attribute priority Value 

Column attribute is the most important 0 

Column attribute is slightly more important 1 

Attributes are equal 2 

Row attribute is slightly more important 3 

Row attribute is the most important 4 
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The colors of the numeric cells in the CR matrix of our spreadsheet tool follow the 

values of the matrix elements, with green indicating the more important horizontal 

row, red indicating the more important vertical row. When the column and horizontal 

row are equally important, the color is yellow. In the normalized priority results, the 

same color scale indicates the overall importance. The QFD tool adds the scores 

for each attribute together, expresses them in the “Priority” column, and compares 

them to the maximum possible result, and gives the ratios in the “Normalized Priori-

ty” column. This number can be seen as a percentage of importance, with 1,00 be-

ing the value of the most important and 0,00 being the value of the least important 

attribute. 

The attribute definition and scoring meeting was held on May 20, 2021, with the 

participation of experts from design, product development, customer support, and 

sales support. The matrix of customer needs and requirements obtained as a result 

of the meeting is presented in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8. Ready spreader CR matrix. 

Spreader CR matrix shows the huge importance of safety and reliable position in-

fo in spreaders, followed closely by lifting capacity. This is no surprise, since user 

safety is usually highly regarded attribute in modern machine design, and reliable 

position data of moving parts is needed for precise and fluent actions. Customers in 
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Easy to replace 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 2 2 1 1 1 0 3 2 0 4 23 0,30

General maintainability 2 2 2 2 3 3 0 4 3 3 2 2 1 4 3 1 4 46 0,61

Maintenance costs 4 2 3 2 3 0 4 3 3 2 2 1 4 4 1 4 50 0,66

Easy slide piece maintenance 2 3 3 2 0 4 3 2 1 1 1 4 3 1 4 40 0,53

Reliable lubrication 3 3 2 0 3 3 2 1 2 1 4 3 1 4 43 0,57

Easy extension maintenance 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 0 4 24 0,32

Sustainable power system 2 0 1 2 1 1 1 0 3 2 1 4 32 0,42

Low need of lubricant 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 3 1 0 4 28 0,37

Safety 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 76 1,00

Weight 1 1 1 1 0 2 2 0 4 23 0,30

Silent container handling 1 1 1 0 3 3 0 4 31 0,41

Speed of motions 2 2 1 4 3 1 4 44 0,58

Weather resistance 2 0 4 3 2 4 47 0,62

Dirt resistance 0 4 3 1 4 45 0,59

Reliable position info 4 4 2 4 63 0,83

Size 1 0 4 13 0,17

Silent suspension 0 4 27 0,36

Lifting capacity 4 60 0,79

End beams idenctical travel 0 0,00
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cargo field would always want more goods packed in less space more densely, and 

more capacity for container handling equipment, this is a basic cost and efficiency 

need. 

Other important attributes in order are maintenance costs, weather resistance 

and general maintainability, followed by price, dirt resistance, speed of mo-

tions, reliable lubrication, and easy slide piece maintenance. Maintainability is 

typically important concept for any customer machine investment for the whole 

product life cycle. Costs for maintaining device performance at nominal levels are 

wanted to be kept as low as reasonably possible. Price is almost always well-

balanced attribute for any open market product. Customers want value for their in-

vestment and are typically not willing to sacrifice key performance attributes and re-

liability just because it saves them costs up front. However, the customer has some 

defined upper limit for when the additional costs are not worth the investment and 

additional features. Easy spreader extension slide pieces replacement is seen as 

somewhat important, as they are consumable parts and current replacement re-

quires removing of the T-beam. Reliable lubrication is a key part for the spreader 

reliability, as lubrication deficiency has direct impact on moving parts surface corro-

sion and additional abrasion, noise, and friction leading to additional force require-

ments for operations. Spreaders are outdoor waterfront machines and must with-

stand salty, humid atmosphere. Additionally, they are required to withstand all 

weather effects, varying temperatures, corrosion, and dirtiness. 

Less important requirements are sustainable power system, silent container 

handling, low need of lubricant, silent suspension, easy extension mainte-

nance, easy to replace, and weight. These attributes are nice to haves and might 

be valuable competitive advantages if implemented correctly. Hydraulics in general 

is quite environmentally friendly choice for powering the spreader, but hydraulic 

power is typically generated through combustion engines or electric engines, and 

hydraulic system may leak oil or other fluids used into environment. Solutions for 

greener power system would be the use of environmentally friendly hydraulic fluids, 

such as water, but just the challenges to manage variable temperatures and cli-

mates are high for such liquids. One solution would be to opt for fully electronic 

spreader power system. Container handling can be a huge source of sudden nois-

es depending on the force of impact when lowering spreader onto containers, and 

how smoothly the locking happens into container corner castings. Excessive con-

sumption of lubricants can be a problem with central lubricated systems, as too low 

amounts of lubrication lead to corrosion and friction, and the systems might there-
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fore be designed to use lubricants to some excess. Excess lubricant will stain the 

surfaces and attract dirt, and possibly affect sensors and other devices on board, 

and can eventually end up in the environment. However, there could again be a 

possibility to opt for eco-friendly lubricants. Suspension covers the fixing of the 

spreader onto the lifting beams, and bumpers to prevent spreader oscillation and 

ramming into lifting beams. Current suspension solution does not prevent sideways 

oscillation the same way as it does for the driving directions. Extension cylinder and 

supporting assembly maintenance is seen within the company as quite important 

attribute, but typical low frequency of needed maintenance on the cylinder drops 

the importance significantly. Easy spreader replacement encourages customer to 

acquire extra spreaders for uninterrupted workflow even at sudden spreader break-

down or required maintenance. 

Least important requirements are size and T-beams identical travel, as size is 

non-important attributes within reasons and mainly important to manufacturer for 

planning space usage under the straddle carrier. Any size of the spreader not af-

fecting container handling and placement would likely be acceptable by the cus-

tomer. Identical movement of the T-beams was added last, as already known low 

importance attribute based on individual customer mentions about possible non-

accurately synchronized movement of the T-beams while extending and contracting 

the T-beams. 
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4. FIELD DATA SURVEY 

4.1 Data mining 

In order to determine the reliability, we need material on the operating data of the 

machines, which includes the need for spare parts used for the machines, the re-

paired object and frequency of repairs, as well as equipment fault codes. In addi-

tion, we review engineering change requests for spreaders and use additional ma-

terial from post-warranty service database contributed by a customer. The acquisi-

tion of material is targeted at spreaders only. From the desired information, we pin-

point the type and location of the most typically problematic areas and components 

in the spreader. 

4.1.1 Maintenance logs 

The maintenance data obtained from the product support for all machines manufac-

tured by the target company provides information on failures that occurred during 

the warranty period of straddle carriers and spreaders, the parts used to repair 

them, labor costs, machine operating hours, and other parameters. Fault descrip-

tions are expressed according to the location of the fault and the type of failure 

(mechanical, electrical, hydraulic), as well as a written explanation of the investiga-

tion and procedure. In addition, we use a customer's own service records to com-

pare reliability during and after the warranty period. The customer’s service records 

are obtained from a sample of several dozen straddle carriers and spreaders. 

4.1.2 Fault codes 

From the fault code logs of the straddle carriers used by various customers, we are 

able to make data requests with the desired parameters. Fault codes indicate the 

functioning of the device sensors, as they act as sensory organs for the control sys-

tem at the interface between the control technology and the physical machine. In 

principle, fault codes are generated if, for example, limit switches at both ends of 

the range of motion of a reciprocating device simultaneously indicate that the de-

vice is present. Another possibility is that neither of the limit switches detects the 

device when they should, so that its location cannot be verified within the desired 

time. Fault codes can also be generated if the sensor itself is out of order, suffi-
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ciently dirty, or for example, slipped out of place, in which case the detection dis-

tance or alignment is not correct. 

To obtain data, we used the company's own data request tool. We defined all the 

fault codes generated by the straddle carrier as the subject of the request, from 

which the desired and most significant codes can be isolated. Fault codes are han-

dled in the system in this case with a short numeric code and an explanation, for 

example, 102 LANDPIN ERROR. The fault codes considered in the study can be 

found in the fault code list in section 4.2 in Table 4. 

With the amount of fault code data being extensive and largely manually fetched, 

we ended up collecting fault codes for every other month for the past year. Never-

theless, noteworthy numbers of fault codes from the logs were accumulated and 

broken down into a table for processing. 

4.1.3 Engineering change requests and known problems 

Requests for engineering changes on spreaders can be viewed from the target 

company's system. From this information, we will be able to find out concretely 

what problems have been observed in the spreader during its use, and whether we 

can avoid or reduce such problems by improving the design. 

According to company’s product support, problematic objects in the spreader in-

clude or have included for example, cylinder piston head thread-locking problems, 

twinlift drawbar adjustment challenges, and twinlift twistlock boxes drifting during 

operation. Other problems have occurred during operation with potentially faulty 

electronic cables and burned-out valve coils. 

4.2 Processing the field data 

The service history shows the repairs and spare parts used on all the company's 

machines during their warranty period, as well as various maintenance costs. It is 

possible to request specified data from the system by advanced search, but we 

ended up requesting all maintenance information from the company's product sup-

port as a ready-made table and isolating the information columns we need from it. 

We processed the information in long-term reviews for the last 7 years, which is for 

the period 2014–2020. 

We are most interested in the reasons for the maintenance of the spreaders, the 

locations of the need for maintenance, the spare parts used, the date of repair, and 

the cost of both labor and spare parts. The written description of the maintenance 
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procedure and the cause is also important in determining the true nature of the 

fault, but due to the large amount of information and varying comprehensibility, it is 

difficult to utilize all reports and handle each report separately. 

We isolated the desired part of the data and listed each spare part used for mainte-

nance repairs. A total of almost 200 unique items were collected, and a name and 

explanation were searched from the system for each, so that they could be identi-

fied and divided into classifications according to the mechatronic device component 

types, mechanical, electronic, and hydraulic components. Each component was fur-

ther assigned a subtype indicating what kind of a part it is as shown in Table 2. In 

addition, the mechanical components are divided into subsystems, which facilitates 

their division according to their location in the spreader. Explanations of the naming 

used can be found in Table 3.  

Mechanical body parts include all force transmitting rigid parts aside from bearings 

and dampeners. Fasteners are grouped with mechanical subsystems, as distin-

guishing each fastener from the total amount used in each subsystem would be ra-

ther challenging. Grouping fasteners like this also makes more sense in the further 

analysis figures. Connectors are grouped with their corresponding transfer line 

type, hoses if hydraulic, cables if electrical. 

Table 2. Part types, subtypes, and mechanical subsystems in a spreader. 

Table 3. Descriptions and examples for naming used in Table 2 in alphabetical order. 

Part type Mechanical Electrical Hydraulic 

Subtype BEARING CABLE CYLINDER 
 BODY FUSE HOSE 
 DAMPENER LIGHT SEAL 
   PLC VALVE 
   SENSOR   
   SWITCH   

Subsystem FASTENER   

 FRAME   

 LOCKING DEVICE   

 TWIN   

 TWISTLOCK   

NAME DESCRIPTION EXAMPLES IN SPREADER 

BEARING load bearing and desired motion 
allowing element 

ball bearings, sliding pieces 

BODY rigid load bearing machine body 
part 

plate parts, rods, shafts 

CABLE electrical conductor, carries 
electric current and potential 

wires, cables, cable connect-
ors, plugs 

CYLINDER pressure operated hydraulic lin-
ear actuator 

cylinders, pistons, piston rods 

DAMPENER shock absorber springs, rubber bumpers 
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The amounts, average purchase prices and total prices of claimed parts for warran-

ty repairs and service by part type are presented in Figure 9. The percentages in 

the graph describe the ratio of each part type to the total sum of all part types. 

 

Figure 9. Claimed spreader part amounts, average costs, and total purchase costs.  

From the graphs above, we are able to distinguish that more than half of the re-

placement parts are electrical. The average purchase costs of the component types 

are from cheapest to most expensive as follows: mechanical, electrical, hydraulic. 

Electrical components account for almost half of the purchase value of total spare 

parts used for servicing, hydraulic parts about a third of the total value, and the rest 

of the part purchase value is from mechanical parts. Here, the costs include only 
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FASTENER device for joining two or more 
object together mechanically 

bolts, nuts, washers, locking 
pins 

FRAME spreader frame and T-beams, 
and their rigid fixed parts 

 

FUSE electrical circuit overcurrent pro-
tection device 

fuses 

HOSE hollow fluid transferring line hoses, hydraulic pipes, hy-
draulic connectors 

LIGHT light emitting device working lights, signal lights 
LOCKING 
DEVICE 

spreader length position locking 
device assembly 

 

PLC complex electric circuit assem-
blies and distribution boards 

logic boards, circuit boards, 
distribution boxes 

SEAL leakage preventing adhesion or 
compression-based device 

cylinder seals, seals, and 
sealants in general 

SENSOR events and changes detecting 
and sensing device 

inductive, pressure, photoe-
lectric sensors and switches 

SWITCH physically and/or electrically op-
erated conducting path director 

relays, circuit breakers, stop 
buttons 

TWIN twinlift exclusive sliding device, 
twistlock box and parts, exclud-
ing twistlocks 

 

TWISTLOCK twistlock and its assembly 
 

VALVE regulates, directs, or controls the 
flow of a fluid 

ball, proportional, and direc-
tional valves 
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the purchase prices of the parts themselves, not the cost of labor or other costs, 

which are taken in account in the next figures. 

We also considered the subtypes of each part type according to the annual number 

of used components and all service-related costs for the period 2014-2020 in Fig-

ure 10 and in Figure 11. In the examination of mechanical parts, subsystems are 

first used in these graphs instead, the most significant mechanical subsystem being 

inspected in more detail in coming graphs. 

 

Figure 10. Claimed part amounts. 

Looking at the last 3 years, most of parts in the mechanical subsystems are used 

on the spreader frame service during warranty. Other significant part amounts are 

used on fasteners. In electronic part amounts, statistics are led by sensors and ca-

bles. Hydraulic components used are most commonly cylinders and valves. 

Though, the consumption of cylinders and valves has been steadily declining, but 

consumption of seals and hoses and hydraulic connectors have increased. 

There seems to be an interesting spike of consumed fuses in 2018 and also a spike 

on consumed parts in frame subsystem in 2017. However, in total costs these 

events seem to even out and disappear. 
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Figure 11. All associated service costs to specific part types including part 
costs, labor, and other service costs. 

The largest service costs during warranty in recent years have been the frame in 

mechanical subsystems, sensors and cables in electrical parts, and cylinders and 

valves in hydraulic parts. However, the costs of cylinders and valves have been de-

clining last year while the costs of seals are on the rise. 

As can be observed from the previous graphs, the most significant consumption of 

resources during warranty in mechanical subsystems appears in the spreader 

frame. For the frame, we can take a closer look at the components it contains, their 

quantities consumed, and total costs in Figure 12 and Figure 13. 
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Figure 12. Claimed part amounts in mechanical FRAME subsystem. 

In recent years, most parts of the frame have been consumed as dampeners and 

body parts. The peak in bearing consumption seen in 2017 could be the result of a 

larger set of faults in production and factory adjustments, which has been eliminat-

ed, and bearings are no longer seen as a significant part of the last 3-year review 

period. For the frame, the total costs are distributed likewise mostly in body parts, 

as well as dampeners as shown in Figure 13.  

 

Figure 13. All associated service costs in mechanical FRAME subsystem in-
cluding labor, parts, and other service costs. 

The reported causes of spreader faults as well as fault descriptions were isolated 

from the source material and processed further to show the top 8 most significant 
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failure causes in Figure 14. Fault legends in the figure are listed in order of overall 

significance from top to bottom, with the left cause being more significant than the 

right on each row. 

For the reasons of failure, it should be mentioned that the employee who services 

the device chooses the best option for the failure reason from a list of numerous 

options. There is thus a difference and variation in the opinions on the cause and 

classification of the failure across all entries, which though, we have tried to correct 

by comparing the cause of the failure directly with the failure report and manipulate 

the sample of entries for the failure causes to match description if clearly neces-

sary. 

 

Figure 14. Spreader failure reasons, 8 most frequent failure reasons only. 

Mechanical problems seem to typically include broken, incorrect adjustment, or lost 

parts. Electrical problems tend to be defective, broken, or shorted component or 

connector based. Hydraulic problems are mostly from leaking and loose connec-

tions and assemblies. The causes and locations of the faults seem to match well 

with the types and quantities of parts consumed in the servicing. The nature of the 

failures that cause servicing of the spreader can therefore be considered credible 

on the basis of the available data. 

The fault code data was gathered in a spreadsheet, which show for example, ma-

chine-specific identifier, machine type, fault code logging time and the fault code it-

self. Spreader fault codes were isolated from the data and their frequency was de-

termined for the last year period. The spreader fault codes focus on monitoring 

spreader functions with sensors, and on the operation of the data link between the 

spreader and the main unit. The spreader fault codes of interest to the study are 
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mechanical
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FAILURE REASON, FILTERED TOP 8

Broken Defective in electronic components

Shorted / Burnt Out Incorrect

Loose Leakage (external/internal through seals)

Lost / Missing Leakage (on hoses, nipple, connections etc.)
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listed in Table 4, broader explanations for the fault codes and conditions can be 

found in Appendix A.  

Table 4. Spreader specific fault codes. 

The number of occurrences of fault codes increases almost indefinitely as the ref-

erence period is extended, and since we are interested in the ratio of these occur-

rences, the ratio of each fault to the total number of faults is plotted as a percent-

age. The distribution of the ratios is shown by a Pareto diagram in Figure 15. The 

graph uses fault ID numbering instead of the fault code names. 

 

Figure 15. Spreader fault code amounts from past year compared. 

From the graph above, we can observe standard twistlock sensing (101, 100), the 

manufacturer option for twistlock monitoring of front right and rear left corner (222, 

223), and the landpin sensing (102) highlighted in red to significantly produce the 

Fault code ID number 

TWISTLOCK SWITCH FAILURE FRONT 100 

TWISTLOCK SWITCH FAILURE REAR 101 

LANDPIN ERROR 102 

TWINLIFT GAP SENSOR ERROR 141 

TWINLIFT TWISTLOCK ERROR FRONT 142 

TWINLIFT TWISTLOCK ERROR REAR 143 

TWINLIFT LANDPIN ERROR 144 

TWISTLOCK BOX CREEP FRONT 145 

TWISTLOCK BOX CREEP REAR 146 

TWISTLOCK SWITCH FAILURE FRONT/LEFT 221 

TWISTLOCK SWITCH FAILURE FRONT/RIGHT 222 

TWISTLOCK SWITCH FAILURE REAR/LEFT 223 

TWISTLOCK SWITCH FAILURE REAR/RIGHT 224 

AUX. TWISTLOCK SWITCH FAILURE FRONT 225 

SPREADER I/O COMMUNICATION ERROR 1031 

SPREADER COMMAND MESSAGE ERROR 1092 

CENTRAL LUBRICATION MALFUNCTION SPREADER 1311 
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highest fault rates. The pressure monitoring sensor of the spreader central lubrica-

tion (1311) also generates fault codes considerably and differs from other sensors 

that observe the movements of the functions of the device. We will also include it 

for a closer review. 

As a manufacturer option, instead of sensors that monitor both twistlocks at the 

same time at each end (fault codes 100 and 101), separate sensors that monitor 

simultaneously all 4 corners of the spreader can be fitted. The fault rates produced 

by these corners (221, 222, 223, 224) could be assumed to be close to each other, 

but a clear difference in the fault code amounts transmitted by the sensors of the 2 

corners among all can be observed. From the graph we can distinguish the front 

right (222) and rear left (223) twistlocks, which produce several times the fault 

compared to the other two twistlocks (221, 224). An explanation for this phenome-

non could be found, for example, in small structural differences and asymmetries in 

the equipment. However, the front and rear twistlocks are always driven with a sin-

gle turning rod and cylinder at the front and at rear ends, regardless of equipment 

options, making it strange how sensing on only one corner gives a fault more often 

than the counterpart. 

We can process twinlift and extendable twinlift spreader specific fault codes sepa-

rately, as single lift and twinlift spreaders are used in the field in different propor-

tions. Fault codes specific to twinlift spreaders are for sliding device, twinlift twist-

lock boxes, twinlift twistlocks, twinlift landing pins, and twinlift gap sensor as shown 

in Figure 16, other fault codes are common to all spreaders reviewed in this study. 

 

Figure 16. Spreader fault code percentages compared, twinlift only features 
isolated from Figure 15. 
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A review of twinlift fault codes repeats the same general trend as in the previous 

more general spreader fault code graph, with the most typical fault codes being 

produced by twinlift twistlocks (142, 143) and twinlift landing pin (144). If in need of 

twinlift function, the twinlift twistlock boxes with additional twistlocks are lowered 

and can be used to lift two smaller containers at the same time. However, for a 

twinlift spreader, a significant fault is the slow drifting of these twinlift twistlock box-

es to the lower position without a given command, which manifests itself as a twist-

lock box creep fault (145, 146). This is probably due to the internal leaks in the hy-

draulic valves and cylinders, which can be observed as the slow drifting of the box-

es due to the effect of gravity and machine movement. Twinlift gap sensor (141) 

seems to be more reliable for reported faults with a low fault percentage compared 

to the rest. 

4.3 Analyzing data and Weibull analysis 

In general, a measure of classical reliability for repairable systems has been MTBF 

(mean time between failures). A modern reliability unit of measurement could be 

the total cost of operation (Jackson 2020). Cost of operation unit of measurement in 

the case of spreaders could be, for example, €/container or €/h. 

The MTBF reflects the arithmetic average failure time of a repairable device after 

the recovery from previous failure. Though, this can be seen as an outdated and 

even misleading indicator, as solely relying in MTBF rejects necessary information. 

The MTBF determines the average failure time over the period under consideration 

but does not take in consideration whether the failures are, for example, concen-

trated at the beginning, end, or evenly on the product life cycle, in which case in-

formation on the nature of the failure is lost. As a result, up to 50–63 % of systems 

that are wearing out have failed before MTBF, and up to 86 % of systems that are 

wearing in have failed before MTBF. If most systems have failed before their “typi-

cal” life, MTBF alone is not a very good measure for the life cycle of a system. 

(Jackson 2020) 

The total operating hours per machine at the time of the failure are recorded in the 

maintenance data, so that the operating hours and their differences can be used as 

TBF (time between failures) and TRHF (total running hours at failure) of the device, 

which in turn can be used as physical quantities of reliability in a certain way. Typi-

cal visualization for failure rate function and lifetime of a unit is the so-called bath-

tub curve depicted in Figure 17, where unit failure rate starts high during wear-in, 

gets low to stable random failures, and rises again until the unit is worn out. Distri-
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butions mostly used for such life cycle analysis are exponential, lognormal, log-

logistic and Weibull distribution (Kioutsoukoustas et al. 2019, p. 125).  

 

Figure 17. Bathtub curve and its components (Wyatts 2005)  

Weibull distribution has a strong universality for representing wide variety of ran-

dom phenomena due to its shape, scale and location parameters and is being 

widely used to model unit lifetime and different types of hazard rates (McCool 2012, 

p. 75). However, often two-parameter Weibull distribution with only shape and scale 

parameters can be used for simplification. 

Probability plot assesses if selected data set follows a given distribution. When fit-

ting the collected TBF and TRHF data to the dashed line following the theoretical 

two-parameter Weibull distribution, it can be observed that if we remove the operat-

ing hours values 0 and 1 from the data, it settles quite well in Weibull distribution 

analysis shown in Figure 18 and Figure 19, as predicted. Here, device operating 

hours 1 and 0 indicate incorrect logging, overlapping entries, or immediate machine 

modification work without commissioning. In terms of operating hours and failure in-

tervals, behavior of the spreader reliability is thus typical and expected and follows 

the Weibull distribution. 
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Figure 18. TBFs excluding zeroes and ones fitted to Weibull distribution. 

 

Figure 19. TRHFs excluding zeroes and ones fitted to Weibull distribution. 

Convinced by this estimation, we are able to describe distribution of TBFs and 

TRHFs using Weibull distribution, and specify PDF (probability density function), 

and HF (hazard function), also known as instantaneous failure rate for both data in 

Figure 20 and Figure 21.  
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Matlab built-in function wblfit() returns two-parameter Weibull distribution scale pa-

rameter η = 3721.5 and shape parameter β = 1.3 for given TRHF data values, and 

η = 1501.7 and β = 0.9 for TBF values. Built-in functions wblpdf() and wblcdf() cal-

culate y-axis values for PDF and CDF (cumulative distribution function). HF values 

can then be calculated using formula 

𝐻𝐹 =
𝑃𝐷𝐹

1−𝐶𝐷𝐹
 .                   (2) 

The PDF of TBFs indicates that the spreader fails more likely within a short period 

of time from the previous failure. As the failure interval increases, the probability of 

events decreases rapidly. The HF, calculated with formula (2), of TBFs follows this 

behavior and the descending curve gives the impression that the probability of fail-

ure decreases continuously if the device has not already failed. This is due to the 

fact that the failed devices leave the sample pool and their TBF gets reset to zero, 

and the remaining systems appear to be more reliable. However, no system spon-

taneously becomes more reliable over time (Jackson 2020). 

The PDF of TRHFs expresses the reliability of the spreader during its lifetime, 

though in the limited scope of this study, only for the duration of its warranty. Faults 

accumulate rapidly as the time goes on and the probability of failures peak at just 

over 1 000 operating hours. Early-stage failures can usually be reduced by increas-

ing the quality of manufacturing and the amount of factory testing. The necessary 

instructions and training should also be considered to ensure proper use of the de-

vice while wearing-in. The HF of TRHFs is constantly rising, which in turn indicates 

that as the age of the device increases, it is always only more prone to failure. 

It should be recalled that planned preventive maintenance is included in the data, 

and the number of discovered failure peaks in the data for every thousands of 

hours of operation refer to periodic maintenance. From the maintenance manual of 

the target company, we can confirm the inspection interval for significant periodic 

maintenance of the spreader being at 1 000 h and a more comprehensive inspec-

tion of the spreader functions being at every 2 000 h of usage (Cargotec 2018).  
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Figure 20. Spreader failure probability density and hazard functions of TBFs 
during warranty period. 

 

Figure 21. Spreader failure probability density and hazard functions of TRHFs 
during warranty period. 
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For comparison between failures that occurred during the factory warranty, and 

post-warranty failures that are based on a customer's own service data, both are 

presented together as medians and frequencies for the defined data groups shown 

in Figure 22. The example formulae (3) and (4) used here to determine the number 

and boundaries of the data groups (Yang et al. 2017) are 

𝑁 ≥ 𝑙𝑜𝑔2(2𝑛) = 1 + 𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝑛) = 1 + ln(𝑛)             (3)  

and 

∆𝑁 =
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑁
,                 (4) 

where 𝑁 denotes the number of data groups rounded up to first integer, 𝑛 is the 

amount of valid data, ∆𝑁 denotes the group interval length, 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 means the maxi-

mum value of the data, and 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the minimum value of the data. 

 

Figure 22. Spreader failure scatter plot of probability distribution with compo-
site data from warranty and post-warranty period. 

The factory warranty and the post-warranty period are independent machinery in 

this case and should not be directly compared in rate of incidences. Here, the sum 

of the warranty period failure rates is 1, and so is the sum of the post-warranty fail-

ure rates. Still, the presentation of the curves in the same graph gives a picture of 

the reliability profile of the product throughout its lifetime. At the end of the factory 

warranty, the equipment will be transferred to be covered by the customer's servic-

ing organization. This can be observed as transition, during which factory warranty 

cases reduce, and customer service cases increase. 
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From the graph, we are able to distinguish the typical first third of a bathtub curve at 

the beginning where a greater number of “infant mortality” of the machines occur 

during wear-in and more frequent preventive maintenance intervals. The situation 

evens out to random failures, and towards the end of the graph, apparently retiring 

the machinery seemingly reduces the failure rate during high operating hours be-

fore the equipment is worn out. Another explanation may be that the number of op-

erating hours of the customer's fleet is not evenly distributed, and higher operating 

hours are less frequent. Still, these result in a continuous downward trend at about 

40 000 h.  

The machines will typically undergo a major overhaul around 25 000 h of operation, 

which explains the “discovering” of failures showing as a spike in the middle stages 

of the previous graph. According to target company’s product support engineer, the 

maximum lifespan of the machines is largely around 50 000 h of use. Some of the 

usable parts of decommissioned machines can be used as spare parts for newer 

machines. 
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5. GENERATING ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS 
FOR SPREADER FUNCTIONS 

In the development of alternative implementations, a selection of existing solutions 

and completely new solutions for comparison can be formed. In this chapter for 

each function, the possibility of developing alternative implementations is consid-

ered, mainly on the basis of the analyzed data and available information, but alter-

native ideas emerging from outside the data are also presented. First, in the follow-

ing sections, we summarize the situation and general problem areas of each func-

tion of the spreader in recent years based on the information we have previously 

analyzed. We then address the development opportunities and development needs 

of the devices that perform each function in the subsection of each function. The 

obtained sets of current and new solutions can then be compared with the HoQ, 

and the customer-oriented attributes set for the spreader development. 

It is likely not possible to draw straight lines on the relationship between fault codes 

and service information, but the clearest problem areas can be located in the simi-

larly recurring trends. The fault codes are reviewed for the last year, and the results 

of the processed data related to warranty service are reviewed for 2018–2020 so 

that the information is recent enough. 

As a source of uncertainty, the maintenance data analysis is purely based on fail-

ures that occurred during the warranty period, which does not describe the entire 

life of the machine. Still, takes from the maintenance data of customer machines 

that have been in use for an extended period of time can be included in each func-

tion summary. Most of the reliability development targets have been located on the 

basis of the original warranty data, as it received the most attention. 

Proximity sensing is treated separately from the functions as its own section, as 

similar sensors are used a lot in different functions and are cumbersome to process 

separately. Lubrication and hydraulic fluid control and distribution systems are also 

discussed more generally in their own section. 
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5.1 Proximity sensing 

Together with cabling, the sensors cover most of the costs and part amounts of 

electrical components. Sensing is a critical element for spreader operation, and re-

liable position information is considered a very important spreader attribute. 

The inductive sensors used should be of very high quality, and the current manu-

facturer guarantees a 5-year warranty for them. In addition, the inductive sensors 

and wires used are IP67 rated (protected against dust and temporary immersion in 

water), and the model used should be especially suitable for mobile machine use. It 

should therefore withstand vibrations, temperature changes and other challenging 

conditions excellently. The wire is firmly tightened to the sensor and the wires are of 

high quality. Still, faulty, shorted, oxidized, and water ingress are typically reported 

as the cause of the fault. The watertightness of the connectors and plugs should be 

sufficient if the threads are properly tightened, and silicone is used as additional in-

sulation if necessary. 

Contactor grease is applied to the connector pins at the factory to protect them 

from corrosion, but careless use has also been found to cause short circuits in the 

connectors. A non-conductive protective grease would shield the connectors from 

corrosion and water, but in metal-to-metal contact it allows electricity to pass 

through the contact surfaces. In addition, the dielectricity prevents short circuiting 

and crosstalking in multi-pin connections. The protective grease currently used is 

supposedly not dielectric, so the use of a suitable type of dielectric contactor 

grease should be tested at similar connectors. 

Outside of the warranty, consumption of proximity sensors appears to be also high, 

in addition, twinlift soft landing sensors and valve plugs are consumed in lesser 

quantities. Of the maintenance procedures, it is noticeable that the AAP sensors of 

especially automatic machines seem to get dirty and require manual wiping to get 

them clean and operational again. 

There is also a theory about sensor failure, that water gets between the wire insula-

tion and the capillary phenomenon pulls it all the way to the sensor connectors. 

Possibly different techniques could potentially prevent water ingress in cables, for 

example, cabling isolated from internal water propagation. The existence of voltage 

spikes in the system should be ruled out. It also could be considered, how likely the 

wires are being worn through and in which places, in which case a short circuit and 

water access into the conductor insulation would be possible. 
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Other ways to measure position and movements of the cylinders would be, for ex-

ample, magnetostriction, which could be incorporated either as a built-in sensor or 

as an external sensor rod. In addition, magnetostriction accurately measures the 

absolute position of the cylinder along the entire length of the stroke. The built-in 

model would suffer minimal impact from external factors, but if damaged, the entire 

cylinder might need to be replaced. Although, there is also a model of magneto-

striction where, if damaged, the sensor can be easily removed from inside of the 

cylinder and replaced. In general, however, magnetostrictive sensors are very ex-

pensive compared to conventional inductive sensors. 

5.2 Extension 

The problem with extension during the warranty period are the rubber bumpers of 

the frame. After warranty rubber bumpers, and also inductive sensor mounting lugs 

and hose chains in lesser extent, are the most replaced components related to 

spreader length adjustment. Costly extension cylinders also seem to fail occasion-

ally after warranty period. However, it is known that the damage to the extension 

cylinders is affected by the operator colliding with a container or stack of containers 

and a spreader T-beam, causing the cylinder to be damaged and the bent cylinder 

rod to damage the seals. 

In 2017, the installed T-beam sliding pieces have been apparently repeatedly misa-

ligned or otherwise installed incorrectly, resulting in a slow operation of the device, 

noise, and rapid wear of the sliding pieces. However, these problems have been 

brought under control quickly and there are no significant problems with the bear-

ings in the coming years. 

5.2.1 T-beams 

The structure is probably quite well optimized for the current spreader model and 

not directly in need of development. Though, as a more unusual implementation 

idea outside of the data, it could be possible to review whether nested T-beam 

frames operating on the same axis have any significant benefits. The hydraulics or 

other power system could probably be arranged for such a solution, but binding the 

movement of the beams to the midpoint or the frame of the spreader seems chal-

lenging. Still, the structure of the spreader frame could perhaps then be made light-

er due to the smaller space requirements and more direct force transmission of the 

T-beams. 
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5.2.2 Locking device 

The mechanical and hydraulic operating principle and structure of the locking de-

vice is somewhat simple as it is. Although the cylinder of the locking device suffers 

from the same thread-locking ailments observed in the extension cylinders, and a 

few springs and sliding bearing have failed at least in 2018, the locking device is 

not truly in the focus of the need for development in reliability. 

However, this simple locking function would have fewer parts and would be possi-

bly more environmentally friendly to operate with electric linear solenoid. Although, 

the force generation of a solenoid can be a problem depending on the need for pull-

ing force on the locking pin. With the existing solution, the hydraulic cylinder pro-

duces an estimated 15 000 N of force on the cylinder, when considering the cylin-

der diameter and operating pressure. This force is probably needed to pull out the 

locking pin while it’s being compressed between the T-beam and spreader frame, 

and to overcome the locking spring force. The IP ratings of the available solenoids 

can range at least from IP40 to IP65. For outdoor use, at least IP65 and/or more ef-

fective weather and rain protection is certainly required. 

The force produced by the solenoids depends on the distance of its plunger from 

the magnetic field generating winding, with the force being the smallest when pull-

ing in the plunger at the start of the pull and the greatest when the plunger reaches 

the center of the winding. The forces acting on the plunger at the center of the coil 

are in the equilibrium, and the plunger tends to maintain this state when the coil is 

powered. If the problem with the locking pin operated by a solenoid would be to 

provide sufficient force to disengage the locking pin from its locking hole, the solu-

tion could be to move the extension cylinder rod back and forth lightly by dithering 

the directional control valve to the working positions when the locking pin solenoid 

is turned on, releasing the locking pin from compression. This dithering could be 

produced easily by the PLC. 

The proximity sensor location could also become a challenge with solenoid con-

trolled locking device, or at least with the general exemplary model where the 

plunger return spring is on top of the solenoid without the head of the plunger pass-

ing through the top of the solenoid, from which it would be easy to obtain a proximi-

ty by induction. The proximity sensor may in this case be mounted on a flange of 

the locking pin, close to the base plate of the locking device. If the return spring is 

not part of the solenoid, an external return spring can be mounted on the locking 

pin as in the current model in Figure 23. The spring should then be as short as 

possible, but the required stroke length must be able to be performed. 
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Figure 23. Current (a) hydraulic driven locking device and (b) solenoid driven 
locking device concept idea. 

5.2.3 Frame 

There is little room for improvement in the frame elements that would be apparent 

from the available data. The dimensions of the frame are largely dependent on the 

space requirements of the T-beams and the required load-bearing capacity of the 

spreader. 

5.2.4 Extension cylinder 

Most of the problems with the extension cylinder suggest that the piston head is 

unscrewed from the piston rod due to poor attachment and lack of proper thread-

locking. The same problem is noticeable with other spreader cylinder faults. How-

ever, the cylinder subcontractor has recently made changes to the cylinder fabrica-

tion and design to eliminate the problem with all affected cylinders. 

5.2.5 Bumpers 

A change in design has been made recently to the spreader longitudinal bumpers 

likely due to occurred durability challenges. Previously used bumpers were locked 

to a fixed pin with a sideways locking pin, now a bumper model with an integrated 

steel thread is ordered directly from a manufacturer. The former bumper model has 

slowly flattened in use, and eventually a gap has formed between the spreader and 

the lifting beam. In this case, the spreader has been able to oscillate and damage 

the bumpers and produce extra noise. In addition, the current model uses clear-

ance plates to adjust the length of the bumper to a right fit, as well as a thread-

locking and a specified tightening torque. 

(a) (b) 
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The design could potentially be developed further, but there is still little data on the 

functionality of the current solution. If too much varying lateral forces are applied to 

the bumper during compression so that its attachment breaks, it is possible to con-

sider, for example, bringing the support structure closer to the lifting beam and 

shortening the bumper to achieve lower leverage affecting the bumper. 

5.3 Attaching to a container 

The twistlocks themselves are consumed in very different quantities depending on 

the customer's operating methods, maintenance practices and the condition of the 

handled containers. Spare parts of the twistlock assembly are consumed only in 

small quantities during the warranty period. After warranty, other twistlock parts typ-

ically worn out are bearings, twistlock turning lever, and twistlock turning cylinders. 

Twistlocks produce a wide variety of fault messages and twistlock sensing gener-

ates most of the significant fault codes of the spreader. A total of 30 % of all 

spreader fault codes with the standard front/rear sensing, and a similar amount 

when each of the spreader twistlock is monitored is generated by twistlock sensing. 

Presumably, the large number of fault messages is explained by the operator trying 

to lock and lift containers in a hurry, as well as the varying condition of and amount 

of debris on the corner castings of the containers. Still, it is quite strange that the 

different corners of the spreader have clearly different fault rates when using the 

optional twistlock sensing. This could be explained by the asymmetrical T-beam 

structure, but the twistlocks are always driven by one cylinder at the front as well as 

one at the rear. The question is, how only one of the spreader front and rear cor-

ners loses the location tags (both open and closed switches are on the same state 

for x seconds), and not both sides of the same T-beam simultaneously? 

5.3.1 Twistlocks 

The consumption of twistlocks seems to be high after the warranty, as they have to 

be removed from the corners of the containers regularly, even by flame cutting ac-

cording to the failure descriptions. However, twistlock is a reasonably simple ISO-

standardized shaft that is frequently changed with wear and each customer may 

have slightly different protocols for their replacement cycle. By examining the data 

and on feedback heard from the customers, it is obvious that the poor condition of 

the corner castings of the containers and debris, ice, or snow in the castings inter-

fere with the operation of the twistlocks, which also contributed to the large number 

of fault codes and twistlock consumption. 
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5.3.2 Landing pin 

With landing pins, no development is seen as necessary. The structure is very sim-

ple and in the required place already. Based on the fault codes, the landing pins 

sometimes appear to jam, which could be possibly corrected by confirming the ap-

propriate clearances, surface qualities and lubrication. 

5.3.3 Twistlock cylinder 

Twistlock cylinder seals appear to wear out and the cylinders warp, in addition, the 

cylinder rod head joint of the cylinder has seized several times. During its opera-

tion, the cylinder makes a few degrees of sideways rotation perpendicular to its at-

tachment axes, which is why both ends are also jointed with a fisheye joint to allow 

this movement. The cylinder is attached to a welded pin at both ends of the cylinder 

as shown in Figure 24, whereby when the pins deform under stress, bending forces 

leading to buckling of the cylinder are caused. However, the mounting pins are 

thick and short, and are unlikely to deform and bend enough to cause the small cyl-

inder to buckle. This would be true if the attachment pins are fixed firmly and per-

pendicularly. One of the pins is fixed to the T-beam wall, the other to the twistlock 

turning rod. 

 

Figure 24. Twistlock cylinder attachment pins shown in red, cylinder in green. 

The solution to cylinder head seizure is to replace the cylinder jointed head with a 

model with grease fitting if the current solution is more prone to jamming and pre-

venting the spreader from operating. Applying grease to the fitting would be possi-

ble from the opening at the end of the T-beam, but it could also be connected to the 

central lubrication system. 

The cylinder currently has an operating pressure of 100 bar and a piston diameter 

of 32 mm, which produces a cylinder force of approx. 8 kN. It is also assumed that 

the twistlocks will be subjected to intense impacts and forces when the spreader is 

lowered onto the container repeatedly and twistlocks do not align to the corner 

castings perfectly. This results in stress spikes on the twistlock support structures 

and deformations affect the twistlock and cylinder movements. 

Twistlock jamming into the container corner casting and obstruction of the twistlock 

movement due to possible obstacles are assumed twistlock stressing events in the 
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daily repetitive handling of containers. This is significantly boosted if the operator is 

hurrying to get the spreader locked onto the container, and the condition of the con-

tainers to be lifted and of the corner castings. It would be relevant to get simulation 

data on the behavior of the cylinder and the turning rod when only one twistlock is 

prevented from rotating, as it would define how the cylinder and attachment struc-

tures deform and twist if the cylinder cannot make its motion unhindered. The ex-

istence of such a situation would also be supported by the asymmetry of the twist-

lock fault code amounts for each corner discussed earlier in section 4.2. If the cyl-

inder is capable of damaging itself or twistlock assembly structures, an alternative 

solution could be to review the required cylinder force, sturdier cylinder, or a differ-

ent attachment structure of the cylinder. 

5.4 Twinlift functions 

Twinlift twistlock boxes drift due to internal hydraulic leaks and gravity. Although not 

a critical fault condition, twinlift box faults occur more often than twinlift twistlock 

faults. Measures have been made to correct the problem with a PLC code, but hy-

draulic movements without a clear operator’s command are always a safety risk if 

there is a possibility for a person to be present at the spreader. However, at pre-

sent, the spreader only corrects the position of the twinlift boxes when the machine 

is in motion, so that, for example, the person servicing or inspecting the machine is 

not exposed to possible risks due to sudden movements. 

The reliability challenges of twinlift twistlocks appear to be similar to those of other 

spreader twistlocks. Although, twinlift twistlock cylinders do not appear to have simi-

lar problems to single lift twistlock cylinders according to cylinder consumption. 

5.4.1 Twinlift twistlock boxes 

The drift of twinlift boxes could be reduced by small changes in the hydraulic line 

and cylinder orientation. The movement of the twinlift box and at the same time the 

movement required from the cylinder is vertical as shown in Figure 25. In the figure, 

red depicts a fixed spreader body elements between twinlift boxes, and green de-

picts the vertically moving twistlock boxes. 
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Figure 25. Cross section sketches of (a) current twinlift twistlock box cylinder 
attachment and (b) new idea of the cylinder attachment. In here F indicates 
gravitational force direction. 

It can be mistakenly thought that the leak tightness of a cylinder piston would also 

be to blame for the cylinder drift when the piston rod is pushed into or out from the 

cylinder by external force. However, if the amount of fluid does not decrease or in-

crease in the cylinder, and even if there is no piston seal at all, the piston is hydrau-

lically locked. This is due to the space requirement of the piston rod of the single 

rod cylinder. Still, the cylinder requires a working seal to produce a return motion. 

The lack of a seal would reduce the effective area of the piston to the cross-

sectional area of the piston rod and would cause the same amount of pressure on 

the inlet and outlet sides of the cylinder, which can lead to undesired cylinder 

movement and pressure increase depending on the valve position. (Parker Hannifin 

2019)  

Pulling force on the cylinder rod with a leaking piston seal would create negative 

pressure inside the cylinder if the fluid is not allowed to move into or out of the cyl-

inder, which could be problematic for fluid directional control. The orientation of the 

cylinder could be therefore changed to provide a more favorable direction of gravi-

tational force for cylinder rod position holding. 

If the problem is internal leaking past a valve, it is possible to add a pilot-operated 

check valve shown in Figure 26 between the cylinder and the valve to prevent the 

drift produced by the load. The non-return valve is controlled by the opposite cylin-

der inlet, which should be directed to the tank when valve is on neutral. This pre-

vents pressure build-up which would open the non-return valve. However, a pilot-

operated check valve will not help if the internal leak is past the cylinder. This is 

due to the equalization of the cylinder pressure on both sides of the piston, which 

causes oil to drain back into the tank, especially with valves with a floating neutral 

position.  

(a) (b) 
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Figure 26. Pilot-operated check valve example with vented cylinder port to 
tank when in neutral position. 

Currently, the solution in the spreader is a separately controlled 2/2 check valve 

against the load, which performs the same function as the pilot-operated check 

valve. If the orientation of the cylinder is changed, but its internal leaks cannot be 

eliminated sufficiently, a 2/2 check valve should also be mirrored to the opposite 

hydraulic line, as the pressure equalizing past the cylinder would escape into the 

tank. Both solutions are shown in Figure 27.  

The internal leakage of this current poppet type check valve has been specified by 

the manufacturer to be less than 5 drops/min at 210 bar. The milliliter in this case is 

considered to be 16 drops for liquids (API standard 598), so this corresponds to 

about 20 ml/h. The piston diameter of the cylinder is 50 mm, so it drifts at a maxi-

mum rate of 10 mm/h due to the check valve. Though, the pressure on the twinlift 

box cylinders is set at 125 bar, which is significantly lower than the specified leak-

age value for 210 bar. If this drift is still too high, the movement of the twinlift twist-

lock boxes should be mechanically locked in its upper position by some kind of 

mechanism, or a completely different box attachment and lowering solution should 

be developed. 
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Figure 27. Currently used (a) hydraulic solution for twinlift twistlock box hy-
draulics and a (b) new concept for it, note the gravitational force F direction 

change. 

The twinlift twistlock box cylinder rod does not have to be exactly in specific loca-

tion, but we want to prevent it from drifting on a longer time period. In that sense, 

the leak tightness of the cylinder piston does not necessarily matter, but if the cylin-

der leaks oil past the seal, then the opposite inlet line must also be leakproof. The 

flow direction produced by the pressure and the negative pressure must always be 

carefully considered with the valves at different stages of the cylinder cycle. 

5.4.2 Sliding device 

There have been problems in the past with the drawbars of the extendable twinlift 

sliding device due to the challenging factory settings of the drawbar assembly. New 

guidelines have already been published for the correct execution of factory adjust-

ments, therefore an improvement to the situation is expected. 

(a) 

(b) 
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5.5 Lubrication and hydraulic fluid control and distribution  

The spreader central lubrication pressure sensor produces fewer fault messages  

(6 % of the total) than the other significant causes of fault codes. The interest is the 

deviation from other typical spreader faults as well as the direct effect of lubrication 

on contact parts and corrosion. After the warranty, the central lubrication sensors 

are replaced in noticeable amounts, but proportion of the sensors belonging to 

spreader is difficult to determine from available data. Loosening of the hydraulic 

connections during operation results in leakage in hydraulic connections and com-

ponents.  

5.5.1 Central lubrication sensor 

Based on the customer's maintenance operations data, it seems likely that central 

lubrication tank is ran almost empty until fault message is displayed, and the tank is 

then filled, which would explain the fault messages from the lubrication pressure 

sensors for insufficient lubrication pressure. No actual development can be located 

in the central lubrication of the spreader. 

5.5.2 Hoses, pipes, and brackets   

A lot of leaks are caused by loose hydraulic connections across the spreader. Con-

nections should be checked for proper tightness and the use of thread-locking solu-

tions are recommended. 

There are visible problems with valves due to leaks, blockages, and wear on the 

valve spools, which would indicate contaminants in the system, possibly already 

during the installation phase. The manufacturing instructions should clearly state 

the cleanliness requirements of the hydraulic lines already at the storage and instal-

lation stage, as well as the necessary measures for their maintenance at the cus-

tomer. There must also be clear instructions for the cleanliness of the hydraulic oil 

and the adequate change interval of particle filters during manufacturing, testing, 

and maintenance. If necessary, the spreader should have its own oil filtration, but 

the functionality and cleanliness of the entire straddle carrier hydraulic system is 

still a better option. 
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6. COMPARING THE OPTIONS 

Here, 4 different function development suggestions have been selected for further 

processing: locking device in extension function, T-beam twistlock cylinder in at-

taching to container, twinlift twistlock box hydraulics in twinlift functions, and mo-

tions position sensing system, which is part of various functions simultaneously. 

The differences between the created alternative solutions and the existing solutions 

are described in Table 5 below. 

Table 5. Comparing current solutions and new improvement ideas. 

In the comparison of existing solutions with HoQ, we used the CR matrix developed 

in chapter 3. We look at all new development proposals in the same comparison, 

as well as the existing solutions for each proposal. The functions to be compared 

are placed side by side in the matrix. In this example, the scores of the existing so-

lutions in the comparison are always set to the average value of 2, in which case it 

is easy to compare the old and new ideas of each solution pair.  

The scale of the matrix values is the same 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 as when the CR matrix was 

developed earlier. Now however, the numerical value of the matrix at the intersec-

tion is the performance score of each technical implementation in each attribute. 

For example, if the effect of a new solution on the spreader price is slightly larger (a 

negative thing) than the previous one, the new solution gets a score of 1 in the row 

OBJECT CURRENT SOLUTION NEW SOLUTION 

LOCKING 
DEVICE 

Mechanical spring-loaded lock-
ing pin, operated by inclined 
hydraulic cylinder on the side 
of the locking assembly. 
 

Mechanical spring-loaded lock-
ing pin, operated by centered 
electronic solenoid on top of 
the locking assembly. 

MOTIONS 
POSITION 
SENSING 

Separate, moving object induc-
tion-based proximity sensing. 
 
 

Internal, absolute cylinder pis-
ton position sensing. 

T-BEAM 
TWISTLOCK 
CYLINDER 

Hydraulic cylinder, with non-
lubricated cylinder rod head 
fisheye joint. 

 

Hydraulic cylinder, with lubri-
cated cylinder rod head fisheye 
joint. 

TWINLIFT 
TWISTLOCK 
BOX HY-
DRAULICS 

Twinlift twistlock box cylinder 
aligned the way that gravita-
tional force pulls rod out from 
the cylinder. Hydraulic line has 
a check valve against pulling 
(drift) cylinder direction. 

Twinlift twistlock box cylinder 
aligned the way that gravita-
tional force pushes rod into the 
cylinder. Hydraulic lines have 
check valves against pulling 
and pushing cylinder directions. 
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“Price”. If the price remains the same, the score is 2. However, if for example, the 

new solution significantly improves the weather resistance of the spreader, it gets 

the maximum score 4 in the row “Weather resistance”. The results of the compari-

sons are shown in Figure 28.  

The relationships between existing solutions and new development ideas could be 

compared between all the technical solutions in vertical columns, in order to get an 

overall picture of the whole system relations. But in this study, we are only interest-

ed in whether each new idea is better or worse than the existing solution, and what 

are the differences between these options. The final weighted scores on a scale of 

0.00–1.00 are indicated in the bottom row of the matrix as normalized system char-

acteristic priorities. 

 

Figure 28. HoQ of the spreader improvement concepts compared against ex-
isting solutions with customer requirements of the spreader. 

From the matrix we can see that the idea of a new locking device has a negative ef-

fect on the spreader price, weather resistance and dirt resistance, as we assume 
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Price 2 0 2 0 2 1 2 1 0,59

Easy to replace 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0,30

General maintainability 2 3 2 1 2 2 2 2 0,61

Maintenance costs 2 2 2 0 2 3 2 3 0,66

Easy slide piece maintenance 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0,53

Reliable lubrication 2 3 2 2 2 4 2 2 0,57

Easy extension maintenance 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 0,32

Sustainable power system 2 4 2 2 2 0 2 2 0,42

Low need of lubricant 2 3 2 2 2 0 2 2 0,37

Safety 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 1,00

Weight 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0,30

Silent container handling 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 0,41

Speed of motions 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 0,58

Weather resistance 2 1 2 2 2 3 2 2 0,62

Dirt resistance 2 1 2 3 2 3 2 2 0,59

Reliable position info 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 3 0,83

Size 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0,17

Silent suspension 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0,36

Lifting capacity 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0,79

T-beams idenctical travel 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 0,00

System char. priorities 20,00 19,99 20,00 18,83 20,00 21,82 20,00 22,89

Normalised system char. priorities 0,87 0,87 0,87 0,82 0,87 0,95 0,87 1,00
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that the new solution will be more expensive and electronic drive is more prone to 

weather and dirt than hydraulic drive. However, a new locking device would facili-

tate maintenance by having fewer replaceable parts, and in addition, a direct force 

and movement on top of the locking pin would reduce the need for lubrication as 

well as improve the reliability of lubrication of the locking device. The greatest 

benefit would be seen in the transition to electronic drive itself, making it an ecolog-

ical and energy efficient option compared to hydraulics. Other attributes are not 

seen to be affected by the new locking device idea, or the changing effects of the 

new and old solution are balanced in mixed ways. For example, maintenance costs 

are believed to remain roughly the same due to a more reliable structure and solu-

tion of the locking device, but if the solenoid breaks down, it could have to be re-

placed as an expensive component with a completely new one. As a whole, the 

new concept is identical in the overall scoring of the locking device (0.87 vs. 0.87). 

The new cylinder movement sensing idea brings improvements in spreader dirt re-

sistance, reliable position info, and T-beams identical travel. If the sensing is locat-

ed on the surface of the cylinder or even inside the cylinder, it would be more re-

sistant to excessive external dirt than current solution. Reliable absolute distance 

sensing would allow both T-beams to be accurately tracked and moved in unison. 

However, the cost of new sensing should significantly affect the cost of the spread-

er, maintenance costs, general maintainability, and even extension assembly main-

tainability directly. Also in this case, only the movements of the cylinder would be 

monitored, and not the movement of the desired object directly, where there may 

be differences. As a result, the new solution has a lower performance in the total 

score (0.82 vs. 0.87). 

T-beam twistlock cylinder improvement idea changes cylinder head fisheye joint to 

a lubricated one, which greatly improves the joint lubrication reliability and lowers 

maintenance costs due to longer lifetime. The change improves container handling 

noise when twistlocks are operated and speed of the twistlock motion due to lower 

friction and prevented seizing, and weather and dirt resistance due to the grease 

protecting the joint surface. However, now the joint is required to be joined to the 

central lubrication system or must be greased manually, increasing total cost and 

amount of lubricant, and even lowering environmental sustainability of the system 

as there would have not been any system previously giving power to the lubrication 

of the joint. Still, the improvement would make a significant increase to total score 

(0.95 vs. 0.87). 
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Twinlift twistlock box hydraulic line and cylinder orientation improvement idea will 

add complexity to the system with additional costs. Still, the great improvements 

over the safety of the device due to more reliable cylinder position holding capabili-

ties are definitely worth the investment. At the same time, the maintenance costs 

will be lower due to less frequent need for machine stops and changing valves and 

parts due to unreasonable requirements for such unavoidable internal leaking and 

twinlift twistlock box cylinder drifting as with the current solution. Improvements with 

the new system would be significant compared to the current system in use (1.00 

vs. 0.87). 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

As a result of the study, we found out the target company's views on the customer 

needs of its spreader product, their nature, and the relationships of the important 

attributes. From the customer's perspective, the important desired attributes of the 

device focus on the performance and reliability of the device. The customer wants 

the machine to be safe and reliable in all situations from day to day, and that the 

device is easy to maintain and use. These characteristics can be considered nec-

essary for the customer, and a lack of, or outright absence of attention to these 

characteristics lead to a dissatisfied customer. Attributes that reduce the different 

burdens on the environment are seen as nice-to-have, and they certainly improve 

the product's competitive position, however, each customer's needs and views on 

these are unique. 

Based on the maintenance information examined, more than half of the parts con-

sumed in the spreaders during the warranty period are electronic parts and wires, a 

third are mechanical, and the rest are hydraulic components. At the component 

level, the general challenges of spreaders are the adequate protection of electronic 

components against external factors and corrosion, as well as the interfaces of the 

movements of the mechanical system and the correct adjustments required for 

them. Also in manufacturing, the challenges of assembly and the coordination of 

such a complex mechatronic industrial device with all its requirements are reflected 

in the reliability of the spreader in all areas. 

The spreader typically fails early in its life cycle as any system that wears in, and 

the highest probability of failure is reached at just over 1 000 hours of operation. 

Most typically, the failure interval of the spreader is short compared to the whole 

spectrum, and as the failure interval lengthens, the probabilities of occurrence are 

radically reduced. The probability of spreader failures is Weibull-distributed, which 

is typical for system reliability and other natural life cycles. 

Functionally, significant part of the spreader reliability problems concerns the oper-

ation of the twistlocks and the locking onto a container. The condition of cargo con-

tainers circulating around the world plays a significant role in the spreader container 

locking operations. Damaged corner castings or debris in the corner castings of the 

containers is a challenge to the fluent operation, and as a result, twistlocks that 
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may be damaged or stuck in the container are an additional burden on the mainte-

nance organization. 

The need to locate and monitor the position and movements of the device elements 

and environment reliably is crucial for the spreaders, but current sensing based on 

photoelectric as well as highly reliable inductive detection still poses challenges in 

accurately tracking the movements of an outdoor mobile machine movements. This 

is due of reasonably demanding detection distances, challenging conditions, and 

the accurate and robust attachment requirements. Absolute position sensing of 

moving parts would be practical when operating a spreader, and in devices con-

trolled by hydraulic cylinders for example, it is possible to directly monitor the 

movement of the piston in the cylinder, using magnetostriction-based sensing. 

However, there are significant cost and maintainability challenges in its implemen-

tation to spreaders compared to conventional inductive sensing. 

Based on the collected and analyzed data, we were able to identify the most signif-

icant problem areas of the spreader functions, and provide some of them with al-

ternative solutions, utilizing the customer needs identified in the study to compare 

their necessity. The development ideas presented concern the spreader length 

locking device, spreader motions position sensing, T-beam twistlock cylinder, and 

twinlift twistlock box hydraulics. The presented development ideas and methods 

bring new insights and even usable concepts and operating models to initialize the 

product development of the spreader in the future. 

RAM (reliability, availability, maintainability) analysis was thought of as a working 

concept in the analysis of reliability data, but the extensive collection, production, 

and outright guessing of reliability data required for it did not fit into the time frame 

of this study. Downtimes due to the spreader failures and their durations were also 

not addressed in this study, which would have been a good addition to support re-

views of customer costs and lost revenue due to reliability. 

The data processed in the study not only deals with unexpected servicing, but also 

includes all scheduled maintenance. However, the fault reports would seem to indi-

cate that most or even almost all maintenance cases have been necessary and 

wherein worn parts have been replaced and corrective actions taken to get the 

spreader back in optimal condition. In the future, a more detailed analysis to also 

cover the post-warranty maintenance period of the spreader lifetime would be a 

good target for a follow-up study. 
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APPENDIX A: EXPLANATIONS OF USED SPREADER FAULT CODES 

OPTIONS ALARM 
ID 

POP-UP TEXT CONDITION TROUBLESHOOTING 

STANDARD 100 TWISTLOCK 
SWITCH FAILURE 
FRONT 

Both front twistlock switches (open & closed) are in same 
state (both on “1” or both "0" for 2 seconds) 

Check if the twistlock are jammed and fix if necessary. If not jammed, then 
check that the twistlock switches are operating correctly. Check sensor ad-
justment. Check wiring and connections. 

STANDARD 101 TWISTLOCK 
SWITCH FAILURE 
REAR 

Both rear twistlock switches (open & closed) are in same 
state (both on “1” or both "0" for 2 seconds) 

Check if the twistlock are jammed and fix if necessary. If not jammed, then 
check that the twistlock switches are operating correctly. Check sensor ad-
justment. Check wiring and connections. 

STANDARD 102 LANDPIN FAILURE Landpin state has not gone to off “0” though spreader is 
hoisted off the container, which is when the spreader has 
hoisted over 40 cm after opening/closing twistlocks, or the 
spreader has hoisted up to maximum hoisting height. 

Check if the landpin is jammed and fix if necessary. If not jammed, then 
check that the landpin switches are operating correctly. Check sensor ad-
justment. Check wiring and connections. 

TWINLIFT 141 TWINLIFT GAP 
SENSOR FAILURE 

Twinlift gap sensor has been working inconsistently in 5 
pickups (≥40 feet single/twin) since last power cycle 

Check that the gap sensors operate correctly. Check sensor adjustment. 
Check wiring and connections. 

TWINLIFT 142 TWINLIFT TWIST-
LOCK FAULT FRONT 

Both front twinlift twistlock switches (open & closed) are in 
same state (both on “1” for x seconds. Twinlift twistlock 
states are monitored only when spreader is in twinlift mode. 

Check if the twistlock are jammed and fix if necessary. If not jammed, then 
check that the twistlock switches are operating correctly. Check sensor ad-
justment. Check wiring and connections. 

TWINLIFT 143 TWINLIFT TWIST-
LOCK FAULT REAR 

Both rear twinlift twistlock switches (open & closed) are in 
same state (both on “1” for x seconds. Twinlift twistlock 
states are monitored only when spreader is in twinlift mode. 

Check if the twistlock are jammed and fix if necessary. If not jammed, then 
check that the twistlock switches are operating correctly. Check sensor ad-
justment. Check wiring and connections. 

TWINLIFT 144 TWINLIFT LANDPIN 
FAULT 

One of the twistlock boxes has a landpin signal on “1” and a 
twinlift box up signal on ”1” simultaneously. 

Check if the landpin is jammed and fix if necessary. If not jammed, then 
check that the landpin switches are operating correctly. Check sensor ad-
justment. Check wiring and connections. 

TWINLIFT 145 TWISTLOCK BOX 
CREEP FRONT 

Twistlock boxes are creeping down without a control signal 
request 

Check spreader supply pressure if other spreader movements are not work-
ing. Check sensor adjustment. Check wiring and connections. Check possible 
leakages. 

TWINLIFT 146 TWISTLOCK BOX 
CREEP REAR 

Twistlock boxes are creeping down without a control signal 
request 

Check spreader supply pressure if other spreader movements are not work-
ing. Check sensor adjustment. Check wiring and connections. Check possible 
leakages. 

OPTIONAL 221 TWISTLOCK 
SWITCH FAILURE 
FRONT/LEFT 

Both front left twistlock switches (open & closed) are in 
same state (both on “1” or both off “0” for x seconds) 

Check if the twistlock are jammed and fix if necessary. If not jammed, then 
check that the twistlock switches are operating correctly. Check sensor ad-
justment. Check wiring and connections. 
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OPTIONAL 222 TWISTLOCK 
SWITCH FAILURE 
FRONT/RIGHT 

Both front right twistlock switches (open & closed) are in 
same state (both on “1” or both off “0” for x seconds) 

Check if the twistlock are jammed and fix if necessary. If not jammed, then 
check that the twistlock switches are operating correctly. Check sensor ad-
justment. Check wiring and connections. 

OPTIONAL 223 TWISTLOCK 
SWITCH FAILURE 
REAR/LEFT 

Both rear left twistlock switches (open & closed) are in same 
state (both on “1” or both off “0” for x seconds) 

Check if the twistlock are jammed and fix if necessary. If not jammed, then 
check that the twistlock switches are operating correctly. Check sensor ad-
justment. Check wiring and connections. 

OPTIONAL 224 TWISTLOCK 
SWITCH FAILURE 
REAR/RIGHT 

Both rear right twistlock switches (open & closed) are in 
same state (both on “1” or both off “0” for x seconds) 

Check if the twistlock are jammed and fix if necessary. If not jammed, then 
check that the twistlock switches are operating correctly. Check sensor ad-
justment. Check wiring and connections. 

OPTIONAL 225 AUX. TWISTLOCK 
SWITCH FAILURE 
FRONT 

Both front auxiliary twistlock switches (open & closed) are in 
same state (both on “1” or both off “0” for x seconds) 

Check if the twistlock are jammed and fix if necessary. If not jammed, then 
check that the twistlock switches are operating correctly. Check wiring and 
connections. 

STANDARD 1031 SPREADER I/O 
COMMUNICATION 
ERROR 

No data received from the spreader I/O units Check the CAN bus I/O status, wiring, supply, and terminators. 

AUTOMATED 1092 SPREADER COM-
MAND MESSAGE 
ERROR 

PLC hasn't received Spreader Command message from au-
tomation CAN bus when straddle is at auto/teleop mode 

Check the CAN bus status. If the problem is not with the CAN bus, then 
check CAN bus wiring, supply, and terminators. 

OPTIONAL 1311 CENTRAL LUBRICA-
TION FAILURE 
SPREADER 

Central lubrication pressure switch has not responded to 
pumping intervals 

Check that lubrication grease level is sufficient and that the pump is running 
when commanded (for example from the maintenance display). If the fault 
still persists after about 10 minutes of pumping, you should check that there 
are no blockages in the lubrication lines. If the lubrication points get the lu-
brication grease but fault is still active you should check that the lubrication 
pressure switch is operating correctly and that there is no fault in the wiring. 

 


